
jadedResearcher  

@SmeargleUsedHex :) :) :) 

Daedalus  

Hi 

jadedResearcher  

hi :) :) :) 

SmeargleUsedHex  

Thought we were gonna decide what TO roleplay first. Damn, okay. 

sierra & sammi  

Oh there's a role play channel now? 

Daedalus  

Hi 

sierra & sammi  

..Hi? -Sammi 

Daedalus  

blink  

sierra & sammi  

What's this channel for? 

jadedResearcher  

roleplay! 

sierra & sammi  

Oh, whst are we roleplaying? -Sammi 

Im confused 

jadedResearcher  

whatever you like! 



hex wanted to roleplay! 

sierra & sammi  

Oh cool 

Its not really my thing, but have fun- Sammi 

Krysal Tepsyr  

i will roleplay that i am a rock living in space, on a rock this is definitely, absolutely, 100% roleplaying. 

gone_farther  

A golden space phoenix, trailing sparks from its luminiferous wings, approaches your asteroid. 

Krysal Tepsyr  

oh yo 

nice 

gone_farther  

It sweeps a wing in a large circle, light lingering in the wake of its wave. A greeting? 

Krysal Tepsyr  

i wave back. it looks like a wave, it's probably some kinda wave. 

gone_farther  

The phoenix alights ever so gently upon your rock, and looks about. 

Krysal Tepsyr  

this is likely a much larger rock than anticipated. upon this rock are two tall towers, their walls formed 

from opaque crystal. in the distance, some pretty well-kept gardens. how they managed to grow plants 

upon this asteroid will remain a mystery, a miracle, or both, because quite honestly, i don't remember 

how we did it either. 

the rock is not the only thing here, but getting into the rest of the things in this space would make this 

narration real complicated real fast. just go with the general "there are an awful lot of vessels out here 

for this abnormally large rock." 

krysal herself sits upon the asteroid, a small blanket beneath her, a mug with the words "#1 BEST 

FRIEND" in hand. 

gone_farther  



The phoenix settles before Krysal, at the very edge of her blanket, aan sweeps its wings around to 

almost touch her, almost encircle her, before pulling back. Still, it seems poised, attentive: a question 

awaiting response. 

*and 

Krysal Tepsyr  

krysal tilts her head, thinking for a moment. ah. a hug? she sets her mug aside and opens her arms. 

gone_farther  

The phoenix embraces its new friend, very lightly and very warmly. 

Krysal Tepsyr  

hug time. ye. 

hugs happen. 

gone_farther  

The phoenix pulls away after a moment. Its movements are noticeably bouncier. It waves towards the 

crystalline towers then raises both wings above its head and entwines them. There is something vaguely 

quizzical about the gesture. 

Krysal Tepsyr  

krysal's gaze follows the motions of the phoenix's wings, then looks back. "you askin what those are?" 

gone_farther  

The phoenix bounds towards them in two large loping leaps, pauses, turns back, and makes a smaller 

hop towards you. 

Krysal Tepsyr  

"you wanna go inside?" 

krysal is currently just trying to puzzle out what the phoenix is asking of her. 

gone_farther  

The phoenix bounces in place, then slightly towards the towers. It uses its iridescent wings to move, in a 

way that does not seem to depend on the presence of an atmosphere. In fact, if you look closely, the 

feathers seem to shift in ways reminiscent of higher-dimensional objects moving through three-

dimensional space. 

Hang on, jR wants me to do a thing 



aurora borealis  

a young girl sits down on the space rock. she is covered in water 

NotAMinotaur 

There are traditions of mathematical philosophy in both Western philosophy and Eastern philosophy. 

Western philosophies of mathematics go as far back as Pythagoras, who described the theory 

'everything is mathematics'(mathematicism), Plato, who paraphrased Pythagoras, and studied the 

ontological status of mathematical objects, and Aristotle, who studied logic and issues related to infinity 

(actual versus potential). 

That medicine has no accepted definition of holistic healing is a curiosity. If healing is a core function of 

medicine, then exploration of its symbolic meaning compels organized research of healing 

phenomena,18 and an operational definition of healing in a holistic sense is warranted. Such a definition 

would allow the systematic exploration of healing through identifiable and repeatable operations to 

determine more precisely its phenomena. 

While such ideas have been central to philosophy from its inception, the philosophy of space and time 

was both an inspiration for and a central aspect of early analytic philosophy. 

sierra & sammi  

ЗАМПАНИО =D 

 


